
How Cvent's technology enhances the day-

of-event processes and post-event 

communications to make for a better 

attendee experience.
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Improving Post-
Event Survey 
Engagement 
Using CVENT



• Keep events engaging and “fresh”

• Challenge: getting enough responses 

to help inform decisions

• Collaborations + tools  = substantially 

increase post-event survey response 

rates

Why Post-Event 
Survey 
Engagement 
Matters



• Enhances day-of-event processes and 

post-event communications

• Inform event program development, 

communications, and even start times

• Try new approaches

• Success requires collaboration

•

•

Learning 
Objectives

Using CVENT’s technology 
can…



Process

The nitty-gritty of how



How we do it at CU Denver
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▸Everything built-out at once including post event emails (6) and 

feedback survey

▸Staff working event is trained on importance of attendees being 

properly checked-in, walk-ins captured

▸Game Changer: CVENT auto email sends to event participants 

with feedback survey

▸3-5 days later formal follow up emails (6) from invitation 

signatory with photos and giving CTA

▸Survey results reviewed by ASE

▸Provide CVENT / SF integration report

▸CRITICAL: Make sure data from OnArrival app syncs prior to the 

conclusion of the event

▸Data Not Syncing? Try phone app and sync using data



What Helps us be 
Successful in Our 
Process
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▸Office invested in two iPads

▸Events team created an evergreen, 

standardize post-events survey 

▸Events, comms team, and anyone working 

check-in understands why checking in on 

the iPad is critical

▸Thoroughly trained staff



The Set Up

How this looks on the back-end



The Set Up
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Formal 
Follow Up
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▸Left email goes to event 

participants

▸Right email goes to no-shows

▸Email header updated with 

image from the event

▸ Includes link to photos and 

giving CTA

▸Tip: use Chat GPT to help 

freshen your copy. Be sure to 

edit for voice and accuracy.  



Results

The success of collaboration



The Increase and Improvements
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▸9%-18% increase in post-event 

survey response rates

▸Diversify responses and 

feedback 

▸Able to move the needle on 

each measurement

▸Only changes are diligent 

check-in during event and 

immediate post-event email



Year-Over-Year Event 
Feedback Comparison 
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Next Steps

We want to do more



Next Steps
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▸Since we’re seeing success, now we’re 

looking to level up

▸Have already started adding giving CTA to 

formal post-event email that includes 

photos 

▸100% of all CU Denver Advancement 

events are managed in CVENT, including 

any events we’re partnering with other 

units on 

▸Aim to use check-in data to inform event 

and program start times

▸Live-syncing

▸Check-in staff diligence



Key Takeaways
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▸Using CVENT’s survey tool, emails, and OnArrival app 

enhances day-of-event processes and post-event 

communications

▸Using CVENT technology may help to inform event program 

development, communications, and even start times 

▸Try new approaches to discover what is most engaging 

▸Success requires collaboration

D A T E  /  H E A D E R  A R E A



Questions?

F O O T E R  A R E A
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▸Happy to provide slides, email copy, or anything else 

you’re interested in looking at

▸monica.cutler@ucdenver.edu

D A T E  /  H E A D E R  A R E A
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